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КАРТИНЫ НУКЛОНА

Показано, что ЕЖ!-эффект можно объяснить в рамках кванто-

вохромоджнамжческой Э В О Л Щ Е И трехкварковой картины нуклона.

При сопоставлении с экспериментом получилось, что эффективный

радиус нуклона в ядре железа увеличивается на I0/& по сравне-

I кию со свободным нуклоном. Проведено сравнение с эксперимен-

;
 п

зльными данными в области 0,25 < х <. 0,65. Согласда хорошее л
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1. Introduction

The experiments on the deep inelastic muon scattering on

deuterium [13 and Ferrum [2] nuclei have shown that the bound

and free nucleon structure functions do not coinside with each

other. The consequence of this fact is the nontrivial behaviour

of the ratio of the nuclear structure function in Ferrum to the

same one in deuterium as a function of the Bjorken variable x

[3]« The effect does not disappear when other nuclei are con-

sidered and when the muon beam is replaced by an electron one.

This phenomenon, called the EMC-effect, is very interesting,

since it reveals new possibilities for the investigation of

nuclear structure on the quark level [4].

To explain this phenomenon a great number of theoretical

works have been done [5-18], in which two main ideas are deve-

loped.

The first one is the partial deconfinement in nuclei, ''ead-

ing to extension of the bound nucleon effective dimensirr.

The second one is to take into account the nonnuc.'.uon states

in the nuclear wave functions ( ЛГ -mesons, Л-isobar» and so

on).

Some authors try to explain the behaviour of structure func-
(Vfl)F

2

tions ratio Rs-/.. .'
 g
 ,

a
. in the regions of large or small

С/г) fV
 ;

X by means of the first or the second assumptions,respectiv-



ely, considering them mutually complementing. Most important

tc us is the verification of partial deconfinement of quarks

in nuclei i.e. the verification of the colour objects (quarks

and gluons) exchange possibility between the nucleons in a

nucleus. This must effectively lead to extension of nucleon

dimension in nuclei. While studying this problem one must bear

in mind, th&'•: in the deep inelastic region hadrons (including

also nucleons) are presented as groups of part cms (current

quarks and gluons), characterized by their distributions which,

however,do not contain an explicit dependence on the hadron

dimension. Therefore, to describe the nucleon swelling one must

either phenomenologically introduce the dependence on nucleon

dimension into the scaling variable (see, e.g. Ref.[7]) or

take it indirectly into account by investigating its dependence

on the normalization momentum [12-14]* In the latter case the

obviousness of consideration is somewhat lost and the choice

of boundary conditions seems to be a little arbitrary.

The derivation of structure functions in the deep inelastic

.•region (of large Q ) by means of the QCD approach, using the

•vltarelli-Parisi evolution equations for the distributions of

quarks (and gluons), is more consistent. Then it appears poss-

ible to use the constituent quark distributions as boundary

2conditions at small Q . The constituent quark distributions

contain the dependence on the nucleon dimension, which will

already appear in the final solution of the equations. Such an

approach, developed, in particular, in the work of P. Martin

[19] (eee also Refs [20-23] ), gives the possibility to take

consequently xnto account the dependence on the nucleon radius



and, thus, the effect of nucleon swelling In a nucleus.

In this paper an attempt is made to investigate the EMC-eff-

ect just in such an approach.

For this, the structure function of bound nucleon is obtain-

ed from that of free nucleon simply by changing the radius,

which is found by fitting the theoretical expression to the

EMC data. It should be noted that to exhibit in the pure form

the effect of nucleon swelling in a nucleus we confined our-

selves by the X variable region of 0.25 ^ X ^ 0.65. This is

done to be distracted for the present from the contribution of

the nonnucleon components (pions, A -isobars and so on) which

are essential at X < 0.25, and from the corrections of Fermi

motion which are essential at X > 0*65 (it should be noted,

however, that the contribution of both kinds of corrections can

be taken into account in the present approach, which is to be

done later). As it is shown in this work, the growing of the nuc-

leon radius in Ferrum nucleus by 10% leads to a good agreement

with the experimental data and is consistent with the values

from the other works [7,12,14].

2. Description of the model

Following to Ref.[19], let us briefly describe the results

of the QCD modifications of the threefuark nucleon picture. The

valence quark, quark-antiquark sea and gluon distributions may

be consequently written in the form of



X

rhere Q (X) i
s
 *be structure quark (valon) distribution in a

aucleon which we identify at small G.
 =
 Qir with the distribu-

tion Q (XjQ^

are the probability densities to reveal inside a structure
p

quark, probing by the transfer momentum Q . the parton of i-th

Kind ( L - IT, ftс > ̂  ^ which takes away the у part of the struc-

ture quark momentum. The probability densities are connected

with the functions F ^ y ^ t ) , Fj>
 v
 (n,t) and F

&y
. ( n,t) »

obtained in Ref. [19]> by the inverse Mellin transformations

i ( An v~V. (n.-b). (4)

c-coo

Since we shall use only F
iry
-(

r
l,"k) » let us write down its

explicit form £19]

where

(5)

=0,577,.

psi-function, К is

the fitting parameter. Note also, that ^
vi
x^

n
y^-) i-

3
 involved

in the solution for the valence quark distribution momenta



which, is obtained by means of the standard procedure from the

Altarelli-Parisi equation

«here

(8)

(For the details of derivation of all three distributions see

formulae (1)-(8) inRef.[i9]).

The key point of this consideration is that in a sufficient-

ly extensive region of small transfer momenta GLy- "** R N

the nucleon can be represented as a combination of three ••!<

quarks or valons. The part of sea quarks and gluons being equal

to zero. Thereforef following to [19]» the boundary conditions

are taken in the form of

and XQ (X)«X(UvCx)+ctv(X)) =
(9)

or



The first term in Eq.(9) corresponds to the oscillator model

[21] and to that in Eq.(10)- to the exchange model of vector

gluon. The term ~\fx(1-x)
3
 in the right hand sides of Eqs(9)

and (10) is introduced to keep the law of. conservation of momen-

tum and the number of valence quarks

V
( X ) 1>

о

1

= 3 . (12)
0

It is important for us, that the distributions (9) and (10) both

contain an explicit dependence on the nucleon radius. The fitting

parameter К is determined by experiment

1

at Q
2
= 4GeV

2
 (13?

The numerical value of К is

K
 ~

at ~ '
If we equated К

 =
оЦ(.®-«') , we should have obtained that

0,7 »
 aa
^ it could be possible to determine do <

ft '

However, one must be careful here, since °^s(Qo) "" 1 , then the

contribution of higher approximations might be important, their

sum being equal to K
=
j(tt

s
(Qy-)) [19], which justifies the choice

of such boundary conditions.

When deriving the valence quark distribution p (X, 0
г
)

the inverse Mellin transformation must be satisfied to find

P_ (X,t) . For this, one may use the simple way in Ref.[25],

to obtain the relation between the momenta of f ^ ^ )

8



X,t) itself with the help of Legandre polynomials.

The point is, that if ^
rir
(^,^) is assumed to be equal to zero

in the region -1 ̂  X ^ 0, then the initial expression for

momenta
 t

о

is compatible with transformation

-1

Л ) ) 1 , (17)

where P
n
 (Xj is the Legandre polynomial.

It is obvious that Kj^rtji) are the linear combinations of

K^(n,t) , and then, determining XF.-.CXjt) from Eq. (17), we

obtain

17=0

Thus, knowing the momenta K^
v
(n,t^, it is possible to construct

K;̂ .(t"l,t) , and with their help, according to Eq.(18), to det-

ermine xF
l v
Cx,t) as well.It is shown in Ref.[25] that this pro-

cedure has a high accuracy. In the results of calculations pre-

sented later, as far as 12 terms of the series are considered,

since the contributions of higher momenta are negligible .

We have described this technical point in detail, since the

iae of the Legandre polynomials for obtaining the inverse Me11in

;ransformation is considerably simple as compared with the usual

methods [19,22] .



J. Kesults of calculation and discussion

The region of 0.25 < X < 0.65 is considered in the work.

As it is noted in the introduction, the choice of the lower

limit is owing to the fact that during the calculation the con-

tributions of the nuclear wave function nonnucleon components

(pions, isobars and so on) and those of sea quarks, essential

at X < 0.25, have not been taken into account. And the choice

of the upper limit is owing to the fact that the Fermi motion

of nucleons in nucleus, essential at X > 0.65. has not been

taken into account too. Deuterium and Ferrum nuclei were used

as targets.The deuteron is an isoscalar, and there is a little

neutron excess in tae Ferrum which is inessential in the numer-

ical calculations (its addition is ~1.5$)« The structure func-

tion per nucleon for deep inelastic scattering on isoscalar

targets (neglecting the contribution of the sea quarks) has

the form

The nucleon structure functions in deuterium and Ferrum, depending
2

on Q , were calculated at values of X equal to 0.25; 0.35;

0.45; 0.55 and 0.65» The theoretical values were compared with

the experimental data from the works in Refs Ci»2,4] . The result

of the comparison is presented in Figs land 2. The parameter Л

and the nucleon radius R
N
 were fitted during the calculation.

<s>)
In the case with deuteron the values of Л =0.12Gev, R

H
 =0.48|

were obtained. X per point appeared to be ~1.5 (only stat-

istical errors were taken into account [ 1,4-J • It should be noted

that taking of the systematical errors into account too, even

10



on the level of 20% of statistical errors, would make X as

low as 1). In the case with Ferrum we obtained Л «0.12GeV and
o
(Fe) ,

К
 N
 «0.53 f . X per point was obtained to be about 0.5

(both, statistical and systematical errors on the level of 7.5%

were taken into account £2] ).

t"hus, the nucleon radius, fitted to the deuteron data , is,

as expected, the same as that of the tree nucleon [19]. In

Ferrum an effective swelling of nucleon takes place with a

radius increase of 10% in comparison with the free nucleon case.

Further, in the works where the experimental data with relatively

small Q ( QL -* 10GeV ) were used, the value of Л was ob-

tained to be about 0.5GeV. The modern experiment has promoted

to the region of hundreds of GeV
2
 ( Q.

2
 ~ 100GeV

2
). That is why

the values of Л tend to drop down to 0.1-0.2GeV 128]
 f
 and

the value we obtained for Л agrees to this. The reason of thib

situation is the improvement of the applicability of the pertur-

bative QCD, i.e. the decreasing of the role of the nonperturba-
2

tive effects, when Q is increasing.
о

The ratio of the averaged over Q structure functions of

Ferrum and deuteron, as a function of X [3.4J , is presented

in Fig.3* The theoretical points, shown by crosses, are in quite

a good agreement with the experiment. For comparison the theore-

tical calculation of the structure function ratio at Q =50GeV^

is given. For completeness the comparison of the ratio R with

the experimental data of the BCDMS colaboration [4,5] at the

values of Q
2
 equal to 55GeV

2
, 65GeV

2
, 80GeV

2
, 1O5GeV

2
, HOGeV

2

о
and 180GeV is represented in Fig.4. The agreement is rather

good.

11



In conclusion we want to stress that the suggested here

approach has definite advantages. In the framework of QGD it

succeeded to include the parameters of the structure quark pic-

ture in the explanation of the EMC-effect. This allowed to obser-

ve the effect of nucleon swelling in nuclei in an explicit way.

Further, in this approach it is quite possible to taLe the поп-

nucleon components of the nuclear wave function (picnp, A -iso-

bars and so on) into account by the corresponding choice of the

2
boundary conditions at small Q , which will be the subject of

a further consideration. The represented derivation shows also,

that the valon distributions in nucleons and in nuclei are diff-

erent, which, generally speaking, have not been yet taken into

account [26,27] •

The authors are thankful to prof. A.Ts. Amatuni for support

and to the members of theoretical seminar of Yerevan Physics

Institute for useful discussion.
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Pig.1 The structure function у Р
г
 (х

;
(Я ,) for deuteron as^e

p
function of Q at the fixed values of X , equal to

0.25; 0.35; 0.45; 0.55 and 0.65. The experimental points

are taken from [1,4] for the energy of the incident muon

of 280 GeV. The solid lines show the theoretical calcul-

ation according to the formula (19). Only the statistical

errors are presented.
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1 _(Fe, ,
F .2 l!he structure function ~J\~*z (x,4)for the Ferrum as

a function of Q at the fixed values of X , equal to

0.25; 0.35; 0.45; 0.55 and 0.65* She experimental data

are taken from Ref. 2 for the energies of the incident

muon equal to 120 GeT ( Ф ), 250 GeV ( i ) and 280 GeV

( f ). Solid lines show the theoretical calculations

according to the formula (19). Only the statistical

errors are presented.

U
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Pig.3 № e ratio
Б
i^ias a function of

The experimental points (black circles with the errors)

are the data of EMC [3.4] • The dashed line shows the

theoretical calculation made for Q = 50 GeV^. Crosses

are the theoretical values of the ratio R , calculated

for the mean values of Q (their own for each X ):

~г 1
 П

° "
for each X П, is the number

of thf Doints for each X



0,25 0.35 0,45 0,55 0,65 0,25 0.35 0.45 0,55

Pig.4 The ratio
 Я =

a s a f u n c t i o n o f xЯ =
Щ ^ .

 as a function of x fw
the values of Q

2
, equal to 55 GeV

2
, 65 GeV

2
, 80 GeV

2
,

105 GeV
2
, 140 GeV

2
 and 180 GeV

2
. The experimental pointe

are taken from Eefs [5,4] . The solid lines show the

theoretical calculations.
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